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Abstract. This paper presents the VerCors approach to verification of
concurrent software. It first discusses why verification of concurrent software is important, but also challenging. Then it shows how within the
VerCors project we use permission-based separation logic to reason about
multithreaded Java programs. We discuss in particular how we use the
logic to use different implementations of synchronisers in verification,
and how we reason about class invariance properties in a concurrent setting. Further, we also show how the approach is suited to reason about
programs using a different concurrency paradigm, namely kernel programs using the Single Instruction Multiple Data paradigm. Concretely,
we illustrate how permission-based separation logic is suitable to verify functional correctness properties of OpenCL kernels. All verification
techniques discussed in this paper are supported by the VerCors tool set.
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Introduction

The quest for software correctness is as old as software itself, and as the complexity of software is steadily increasing, also the challenges to guarantee software correctness are increasing. In the 60-ies, Floyd and Hoare for the first time
proposed static techniques to guarantee that a program functioned as it was
supposed to do [28,24]. For a long time, their ideas remained mainly theoretical,
but during the last decade or so, we have seen a dramatic increase in the applicability of software verification tools for sequential programs. Several successful
tools and techniques in this area are Dafny [39], Spec# [6], ESC/Java2 [14],
OpenJML [17], KeY [7], and KIV [54].
However, this development is not sufficient to guarantee correctness of all
modern software. In particular, most modern software is inherently multithreaded – as this is often necessary to efficiently exploit the underlying multi-core
hardware – and often also distributed. This shift in software development has
also led in a shift of software verification technology: several groups are working
on tools and techniques to reason about multithreaded software. However, at the
moment, many of these techniques are still difficult to apply and require expert
knowledge about the underlying theory.
In this paper, we describe the current results of the VerCors project. Goal
of the VerCors project is to use the advance in program verification technology
for multithreaded programs to develop a practical and usable verification technology, that can also be used by non-verification-experts, and in particular by
experienced software developers.
c Springer
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The basis for the VerCors approach to the verification of multithreaded programs is the use of permission-based separation logic. Separation logic [55] is an
extension of Hoare logic that was originally developed to reason about pointer
programs. In contrast to classical Hoare logic, separation logic explicitly distinguishes between the heap and the store. In particular, this means that one can
explicitly express that one has a pointer into a certain location at the heap. In
addition, separation logic uses the separating conjunction ? to combine formulas.
A formula φ1 ? φ2 is valid for a heap h, if the heap h can be separated into two
disjoint parts h1 and h2 , such that φ1 is valid for the heap h1 , and φ2 is valid
for the heap h2 .
It was soon realised that separation logic is also suitable to reason about
multithreaded programs. If threads operate on disjoint parts of the heap, they
can be verified in isolation, and there is no need to explicitly consider interferences between the two threads [46]. However, classical separation logic in itself is
not flexible enough to verify all interesting multithreaded programs. In particular, classical separation logic does not allow two threads to simultaneously read
a shared location, even though this is perfectly acceptable for a multithreaded
program. Therefore, we combine separation logic with the notion of access permissions [12]. Within the logic, one can express that a thread has read or write
permission on a location. Permissions can be transferred between threads at
synchronisation points, including thread creation and joining (i.e., waiting for
a thread to terminate). Soundness of permission-based separation logic ensures
that (1) there always is at most one thread that has write permission on a location, and (2) if a thread has read permission, then all other threads also only can
have read permission. This implies that if a program can be verified with this
logic, it is free of data races. Moreover, it also allows each thread to be verified
in isolation, because when a thread has permission to access a location, its value
is stable. If a thread has write permission, it is only this thread that can change
this location. If a thread has read permission, all other threads also only have
read permissions, and thus the value stored in this location cannot be changed.
As a consequence, there is no need to explicitly check for non-interference freedom (in contrast to classical verification methods for concurrent programs, such
as Owicki-Gries [48]).
The concrete program annotation language that we use is an extension of
the JML annotation language [13]. JML, the Java Modeling Language, is a behavioural interface specification language for Java programs. It allows to specify
methods by pre- and postconditions (requires and ensures clauses, respectively).
Additionally, it also supports class level specifications, such as class invariants
and history constraints. JML is widely supported for sequential Java, with tools
for static and run-time verification [13], annotation generation [23], etc. To make
sure that all this work for sequential Java can be easily reused in a concurrent
setting, the VerCors annotation language combines JML with support for permissions and separation.
This paper introduces the full details of our logic and our Java program
annotation language, and illustrates this on several examples. All examples are
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verifiable using the VerCors tool set, which underlies all our work. The on-line
version of the tool set as well as our library of examples are reachable through the
project’s home page [58]. The VerCors tool set encodes the verification problem
of programs annotated with our specification language, into verification problems
of existing verification tools, such as Chalice [37] and Boogie [38]. This allows
us to leverage existing verification technology, instead of rebuilding everything
from scratch.
Compared to other projects working on verification techniques for concurrent
programs, the VerCors project distinguishes itself because it provides support to
reason about different synchronisation mechanisms in a uniform way. Moreover,
it also provides support to reason about functional properties. In a concurrent
setting, it becomes more difficult to specify functional behaviour, because properties that hold for a thread in one state, might be invalidated by another thread
in the next state. Only properties for which a thread holds sufficient permissions
cannot be invalidated. This impacts what sort of properties can be specified for
multithreaded programs. However, we show that it is possible to reason about
class invariants in a concurrent setting. In particular, class invariants may be
temporarily broken, provided no thread is able to observe that the invariant is
broken. This technique allows one to specify and verify many meaningful reachability properties of objects in concurrent programs.
The last part of this paper discusses how permission-based separation logic
also can be used to verify programs in a different concurrency paradigm: we show
how it is used to verify OpenCL kernels [47]. These are a typical example of vector
programs, where multiple threads execute the same instruction but on different
data. Essentially, the approach distinguishes two levels of specifications: for each
vector program a complete collection of permissions used by the program is
specified. Additionally, for each thread the permissions necessary for that thread
are specified, and it should be shown that the permissions used by the different
threads together are no more than the permissions available for the complete
vector program. Synchronisation between the threads in a vector program is
done by a barrier; the specifications specify how at each barrier, the permissions
can be redistributed between the threads. Finally, for this kind of programs, it
is also possible to prove functional correctness, i.e., one can specify and verify
what is computed by the program.
Overview of the Paper The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 presents our version of permission-based separation logic, illustrates
how one can reason with it, and how this is supported by the VerCors tool set.
Next, Sect. 3 discusses how we can specify different synchronisation mechanisms,
while Sect. 4 discusses class invariants in a concurrent setting. Then, Sect. 5
discusses how the approach is used to reason about kernel programs. Finally,
Sect. 6 discusses related work, while Sect. 7 concludes and sketches our ideas for
future work.
Origins of the Material More information about the details of our logic (described in Section 2 is published in LMCS [27]. An overview and architecture
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of the VerCors tool set is published at FM’2014 [10]. Our uniform specifications
of the different synchronisation mechanisms have appeared in PDP’14 [2]. The
modular specification and verification technique for concurrent class invariants is
published in FASE’14 [60]. Finally, the verification approach for OpenCL kernels
is published in Bytecode’13 and in SCP [30,11].

2

Permission-based Separation Logic for Concurrent
Programs

Before precisely defining the VerCors property specification language, we first
give some background on separation logic and permissions in general. This description is mainly intuitive, and serves as background information.
2.1

Classical Separation Logic

The two main ingredients of formulas in classical separation logic are the pointsto predicate PointsTo(x, v) (often written as x 7→ v), and the separating conjunction ?. In the remainder of this paper, however, we will be using a different symbol
for the separating conjunction, namely a double star **. This is necessary to distinguish it from the multiplication operator of Java, whose meaning we want to
retain in our JML-compatible specification language. A formula PointsTo(x, v)
intuitively is valid for a heap h if the variable x points to a location that is in
the domain of this heap h, and this location contains the value v. As explained
above, a separating conjunction is valid for a heap h if the two conjuncts are
valid for disjoint parts of this heap.
The verification rules in classical separation logic for look-up and update of a
location on the heap contain an explicit precondition PointsTo(x, v), as follows:
local variable y

(look-up)
{PointsTo(x, v)}y := x{PointsTo(x, v) ** y = v}
(update)
{PointsTo(x, _)}x := v{PointsTo(x, v)}
This means that the PointsTo predicate also serves as an access permission:
the location on the heap can only be read or written if the program fragment
actually has a reference to it. This is in contrast to classical Hoare logic, where
any variable can be read or written.
2.2

Concurrent Separation Logic

When separation logic was introduced to reason about programs with pointers,
it was quickly realised that it would also be suitable to reason about concurrent
programs. In particular, since separation logic requires explicit access to the
fields on the heap that it reads and updates, the footprint of each thread is
known. If two threads have disjoint footprints, they work on different parts of
the heap, and thus their behaviours do not interfere.
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O’Hearn was the first to use this idea, and to propose Concurrent Separation Logic (CSL). A major ingredient of CSL was a rule for reasoning about
concurrent programs [46]. Given a collection of n parallel threads,
– if each thread i can be specified (and verified) with a pre- and postcondition
Pi and Qi , respectively,
– if all preconditions are disjoint (w.r.t. the heap), and
– all postconditions are disjoint,
then they can be combined to verify the complete parallel program. This is
expressed by the following rule:
{P1 }S1 {Q1 }

...

{Pn }Sn {Qn }

∀ij.i 6= j.var(Pi ) ∪ var(Qi )
{P1 ** . . . ** Pn }S1 || . . . || Sn {Q1 ** . . . ** Qn } not modified in Sj
O’Hearn calls this the disjoint concurrency rule.
For concurrent programs, an important property is that a program is free of
data races. A data race occurs when two threads potentially might access the
same location simultaneously, and at least one of the two accesses is a write.
Clearly, when a program is verified using the rule for disjoint concurrency, it is
free of data races.
2.3

Permissions and Resources

However, it is also easy to see that the rule is overly restrictive. Any program
where two threads might read the same variable simultaneously cannot be verified with this rule.
To solve this problem, fractional permissions are introduced to specify the
access that a thread requires to a location in a more fine-grained way. A fractional
permission is a fraction in the interval (0,1] [12]. A permission with value 1, i.e., a
full permission is understood as a permission to write a location; any permission
with a value less than 1, i.e., a fractional permission, only gives access to read a
location.
In the specifications, permissions are explicitly added to the assertions. In
particular, the PointsTo operator is decorated with a fractional permission in the
interval (0, 1], such that PointsTo(x, v, π) means that the variable x has access
permission π to a location on the heap, and this location contains the value v.
Once permissions are introduced, the PointsTo predicate can be separated
into two parts:
PointsTo(x, v, π) ≡ Perm(x, π) ** x = v
Thus, Perm(x, π) means that a thread holds an access permission π on location
x. In our approach, we use the Perm operator as the primitive operator. As a
consequence, in our annotation language, it has to be checked explicitly that
all formulas are self-framed, i.e., only properties can be expressed for which one
has appropriate access conditions. This is crucial to maintain soundness of the
approach. The essential feature of fractional permissions that enables the flow of
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permissions between the different threads is that they can be split and combined.
Concretely, Perm(x, π) can be exchanged for Perm(x, π/2) ** Perm(x, π/2) and
vice versa.
In the verification rules for update and look-up, the permissions are explicitly
added to the precondition (and returned in the postcondition). Then, in the
context of Java that we are slowly moving to, memory locations are referred to
by a combination of object references and field expressions, i.e., they are of the
form e.f (cf. Parkinson’s separation logic for Java [49]). Furthermore, in Java
objects can be dynamically allocated with the new operator. In this case, the
allocation command returns an initial full write permission of 1 on all fields of
the newly created object. Thus, in permission-based separation logic for Java,
one has the following rules for update, look-up, and allocation, respectively:
{Perm(e.f, 1)}e.f := v{Perm(e.f, 1) ** e.f = v}

(update)

local variable y

(look-up)
{Perm(e.f, π) ** e.f = v}y := e.f {Perm(e.f, π) ** y = v}
(allocate)
{true}e := new C(){Perm(e.f1 , 1) ** . . . Perm(e.fn , 1)}
where f1 , . . . , fn are the fields of class C.
The soundness proof of the verification rules ensures an additional global
property on the permissions in the system, namely that the total number of
permissions to access a location simultaneously never exceeds 1. This ensures
that any program that can be verified is free of data races. If a thread holds a
full permission to access a location, there can never be any other thread that
holds a permission to access this location simultaneously. If a thread holds a read
permission to access a location, then any other thread that holds a permission
simultaneously must also have a read permission only. Thus, there can never be
conflicting accesses to the same location, where one of the accesses is a write,
thus a verified program is free of data races.
Abstract Predicates Another commonly-used extension of separation logic are
abstract predicates [50]. An important purpose of abstract predicates is to add
inductive definitions to separation logic formulas, making it possible to define
and reason about permissions on linked data structures. Abstract predicates
can also be used to provide control over the visibility of specifications, which
allows one to encapsulate implementation details. Another feature of abstract
predicates is that they can be declared without providing a definition (similar
to abstract methods in Java). This allows one to use abstract predicates as a
token in specifications. This feature is used for example to specify behaviour of
a program as an abstract state machine, e.g., to specify mutual exclusion.
Since abstract predicates can be a token, without a predicate body, they
define more than just a set of access permissions. Therefore, we will use the
term resource when referring to abstract predicates and/or access permissions.
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public class Point {
private int x, y;
//@ invariant (x >= 0 && y >= 0) || (x <= 0 && y <= 0);
//@ requires Perm(this.x, 1) ** Perm(this.y, 1);
//@ ensures Perm(this.x, 1) ** Perm(this.y, 1);
public void set(int xv, int yv){ this.x = xv; this.y = yv; }
}
Lst. 1. Class Point.

Abstract predicates can have parameters, which can be program variables
or (fractional) permissions. The latter can be used for example to specify different access permissions to different parts of a data structure. However, many
separation logic tools do not support reasoning about abstract predicates with
arbitrary parameters.
2.4

The VerCors Property Specification Language

As mentioned above, the property specification language that we use in the
VerCors tool set combines separation logic with features from the Java Modeling
Language (JML).
Example 1. Lst. 1 shows a simple example of a Java class Point. Below, we
will use this class with extensions and variations as a running example. The
class Point encapsulates values for a point in a 2D Cartesian coordinate. The
contract of the method set specifies that write permissions on both x and y are
required to execute this method. Moreover, when the method is finished, the
same permission will be given back to the caller. As a functional property we
add a requirement that every point is always in the first or the third quarter of
the Cartesian space, we do this with the invariant clause.
More formally, in our VerCors property specification language we distinguish
between resource expressions (R, typical elements ri ) and functional expressions
(E, typical elements ei ), with the subset of logical expressions of type boolean (B,
typical elements bi ). The grammar for our specification language is the following:
R ::= b
| Perm(e.f, π)
| (\forall* T v; b; r)
| r1 ** r2
| r1 –* r2
| b1 ==> r2
| e.P(e1 , . . . , e2 )
E ::= any pure expression
B ::= any pure expression of type boolean
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where T is an arbitrary type, v is a variable name, P is an abstract predicate of a
special type resource, f is a field reference, and π denotes a fractional permission
in the range (0, 1].
The permission property Perm and the separating conjunction ** have been
discussed above. Additionally, in our specifications, we use the separating implication –*. A formula φ1 –* φ2 is valid for a heap h if for any heap h0 for
which φ1 is valid, the formula φ2 is valid for the heap h ** h0 (where h ** h0
denotes the heap composed of h and h0 . Thus, in other words, given a heap that
satisfies the formula φ1 , this can be exchanged for a combined heap that satisfies
the formula h0 . Then, we also allow the separating quantification \forall*, which
is essentially an iterative separating conjunction. We have the standard logical
connectives to combine first-order formulas, and guarded resource expressions
denoted by ==>. This is used to state conditional resource properties, the most
typical condition being non-nullness of an object reference that is used in the
following resource formula, for example, x != null ==> Perm(x, 1). Finally, we
can refer to any predicate P declared and/or defined inside any Java classes.
The grammar above defines the language that can be used in all specification
clauses of a Java program annotated with JML. As we already mentioned, JML
allows one to state pre- and postconditions for methods with the requires and
ensures keywords, respectively, or class invariants with the invariant keyword.
Additionally, we extend the syntax of JML to allow one to declare and define
predicates. Each predicate is declared and defined by its signature, name and
an optional body in a class-level JML comment. Below, we will also use a special class of predicates, called groups. Group predicates are splittable over their
permission predicates; why we need them and a more precise definition are discussed in Section 2.5 below, when discussing the specification of thread joining.
Additionally, our syntax also allows one to declare ghost class and method parameters, i.e., specification-only class and method parameters. Ghost class and
method parameters are specified using a given clause (for input parameters), and
a yields clause for result values. Classes can only have ghost input parameters,
methods can have both ghost input and output parameters.
Example 2. Lst. 2 extends the example from Lst. 1 with a predicate to encapsulate the permissions on the fields. Additionally, it adds two methods, which given
any permission on the fields read the values and perform their defined tasks.
The annotations for methods plot and getQuarter express that given any
fractional permission p on both x and y, the object can plot and identify the
quarter, respectively. Additionally, the method specifications ensure that the required permissions are returned. Clearly, given any fraction 0 < p ≤ 21 , two
threads can simultaneously execute plot and getQuarter on the same point
object. However, two threads cannot execute set on the same point object simultaneously.
2.5

Reasoning about Dynamic Threads

As mentioned above, permissions are transferred between threads upon synchronisation. In the next section we will look at how we specify different syn-
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public class Point{
//@ resource state(frac p) = Perm(this.x, p) ** Perm(this.y, p);
private int x, y;
//@ requires state(1); ensures state(1);
public void set(int xv, int yv){ this.x = xv; this.y = yv; }
//@ given frac p; requires state(p); ensures state(p);
public void plot(){ /* plot the point on the screen */ }
//@ given frac p; requires state(p); ensures state(p);
public int getQuarter(){ /* return 1..4 to show the quarter. */ }
}
Lst. 2. Extended class of Point.

chronisation mechanisms in a uniform way. Here we discuss one special kind of
synchronisation between threads, namely thread start and thread termination.
In Java, threads are objects. When the native start method is invoked on a
thread object, the virtual machine will create a new thread of execution. This
new thread will execute the run method of the thread object. The new thread will
remain alive until it reaches the end of its run method. Other threads can wait
for a thread to terminate. They do this by invoking the join method on a thread
object. This will block the calling thread until the joined thread has terminated.
In Java, the correct way of using a thread is to first call start precisely once
and then call join as many times as one would like. To enforce this order, the
constructor of the Thread class ensures a start token that is required by the
start method. The start method in turn ensures a join token. This join token
has a fraction as argument and is defined as a group, so it can be shared between
threads. To specify what permissions are transferred when threads are created
and joined, we use the specification of the run method: the precondition of a
thread is the precondition of the run method; the postcondition of a thread is the
postcondition of the run method. For this purpose, we specify predicates preFork
and postJoin that denote this pre- and postcondition, respectively. These predicates have trivial definitions to be extended in the thread implementing classes.
Thus, we specify that the start method requires both the start token and the
resources specified in preFork and gives them all up, i.e., it has postcondition
join(1). Finally, the specification of the join method ensures that the resources
specified in the postJoin predicate are obtained by executing this method. Notice
that the postJoin predicate should be a group. Below, we give the definition of
a group and describe the extended role of the join predicate in the precondition.
This results in the following specification for class Thread in Lst. 3.
Every class that defines a thread extends class Thread. It can extend the
predicates preFork and postJoin to denote extra permissions that are passed to
the newly created thread. To verify that the thread functions correctly, the run
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class Thread implements Runnable {

2

//@
//@
//@
//@

4

6

resource start();
resource preFork() = true;
group resource postJoin(frac p) = true;
group resource join(frac p);

//@ requires true; ensures start();
public Thread();

8

10

//@ requires preFork(); ensures postJoin(1);
void run();

12

//@ requires start() ** preFork(); ensures join(1);
public void start();

14

16

//@ given frac p;
//@ requires join(p); ensures postJoin(p);
public void join();

18

20

}
Lst. 3. Specification of class Thread.

method is verified w.r.t. its specification. When verifying the thread that creates
or joins this thread, the calls to start and join are verified using the standard
verification rule for method calls.
Example 3. To illustrate how we reason about dynamic thread creation, we use
a common pattern of signal-processing applications in which a chain of threads
are connected through a shared buffer, in which we store several instances of
class Point defined in Lst. 2. In addition, this example also demonstrates how
the join predicate is used in case multiple threads join the same thread.
The complete application uses one shared buffer and four threads: a sampler,
filter processes A and B, and a plotter. The buffer encapsulates an input field
and two points, see Lst. 4. First, the sampler thread assigns a value to the input
field of the buffer. Next, it passes the buffer to processes A and B, which are
executed in parallel. Based on the value that the sampler thread stored in the
inp field of Buffer, each process calculates a point and stores its value in the

public class Buffer {
//@ resource state(frac p) = Perm(inp, p) ** Perm(outa, p) ** Perm(outb, p);
public int inp;
public Point outa, outb;
}
Lst. 4. Class Buffer.
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shared buffer. Finally, the computation results of both processes are displayed
by the plotter.
What makes this example interesting is that both processes A and B join the
sampler thread, i.e., they wait for the sampler thread to terminate, and in this
way retrieve read permission on the input data that was written by the sampler
thread.
In addition, the plotter waits for the two processing threads to terminate
(by joining them), to retrieve their permissions on the shared buffer, and then
combines these into full write permissions on all fields of the shared buffer.
Lst. 5 shows the sampler thread, Lst. 6 shows the AFilter class (class BFilter is similar and not shown here), Lst. 7 shows the Plotter class and finally
Lst. 8 shows the main application. In the examples we sketch an outline of the
correctness proof as comments in the code. We also indicate when predicates are
fold-ed and unfold-ed, to encapsulate predicate definitions and expand them,
respectively.
To understand the annotations, we need to explain the meaning of the join
predicate, and why the postJoin predicate should be a group. In Example 3, both
processes A and B join the sampler thread. If both joining threads would obtain
the full set of permissions specified in postJoin, this would lead to unsoundness,
because multiple threads would obtain a write permission on the same location
simultaneously.
Instead, the full permission on the input field from the buffer must be split
between these two processes. Therefore, a special join token predicate is introduced, which holds a fractional permission p. This permission specifies which
part of the postJoin predicate can be obtained by the thread invoking the join
method. The actual fraction of the join token that the joining thread currently
holds is passed as an extra parameter to the join method, via the given clause.
However, to make this work, both predicates postJoin and join have to be
splittable w.r.t. this permission. Splittable predicates are called groups and are
declared with the group keyword. Formally, a predicate P , parametrised by permission q is a group if it respects the following equivalence P (q) *–* P (q/2) **
P (q/2). That is, the group property transitively extends the splittability of
atomic permissions over fractions to predicates.
The thread that creates the thread object obtains the join token, containing
a full permission. Formally, the join token is defined as an abstract predicate
without a body. It can be split and distributed as any other permission. The join
token is created and returned upon thread construction, see line 14 in Lst. 3.
Example 3 continued. Inside the main method (Lst. 8), for each thread a Join
token is created upon initialisation. The main method splits the ticket to join the
sampler thread, and transfers each half to the processing threads, as specified by
their preFork predicates. Additionally, the join tokens for the processing threads
are transferred to the plotter.
Thus, the processing thread A (Lst. 6) uses a half join token to join the
sampler thread, and to obtain half the resources released by the sampler thread.
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public class Sampler extends Thread {
//@ resource preFork = Perm(buffer.inp, 1);
//@ group resource postJoin(frac p) = Perm(buffer.inp,p);
Buffer buffer;
// constructor
//@ requires preFork(); ensures postJoin(1); // inherited from thread
public void run(){
//@ unfold preFork;
// { Perm(buffer.inp,1) }
sample();
// { Perm(buffer.inp,1) }
//@ fold postJoin(1) ;
}
//@ requires Perm(buffer.inp, 1); ensures Perm(buffer.inp, 1);
private void sample(){
// fill buffer.inp
}
}
Lst. 5. Class Sampler.

public class AFilter extends Thread {
private Sampler sampler;
private Buffer buffer;
//@ resource preFork() = Perm(buffer.outa, 1) ** sampler.join(1/2);
//@ group resource postJoin(frac p)=Perm(buffer.outa,p)**Perm(buffer.inp,p/2);
// constructor
//@ requires preFork(); ensures postJoin(1);
public void run(){
//@ unfold preFork; // { Perm(buffer.outa, 1) ** Join(sampler, 1/2) }
sampler.join(); // { Perm(buffer.outa, 1) ** sampler.postJoin(1/2) }
//@ unfold sampler.postJoin(1/2);
// { Perm(buffer.outa, 1) ** Perm(buffer.inp, 1/2) }
processA(); // { Perm(buffer.outa, 1) ** Perm(buffer.inp, 1/2) }
//@ fold this.postJoin(1);
}
//@ requires Perm(buffer.outa, 1) ** Perm(buffer.inp, 1/2);
//@ ensures Perm(buffer.outa, 1) ** Perm(buffer.inp, 1/2);
private void processA(){/* reading buffer.inp and fill buffer.outa. */}
}
Lst. 6. Class AFilter.
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public class Plotter extends Thread {
private Buffer buffer; private AFilter ta; private BFilter tb;
//@ resource preFork() = ta.join(1) ** tb.join(1);
//@ group resource postJoin(frac p) = buffer.state(p);
//@ ensures start() ** Perm(buffer, 1) ** Perm(ta, 1) ** Perm(tb, 1);
public Plotter(Buffer buf, AFilter fa, BFilter fb){ buffer=buf; ta=fa; tb=fb; }
//@ requires preFork(); ensures postJoin(1);
public void run(){
//@ unfold preFork // { ta.join(1) ** tb.join(1) }
ta.join(); // { ta.postJoin(1) ** tb.join(1) }
tb.join(); // { ta.postJoin(1) ** tb.postJoin(1) }
//@ unfold ta.postJoin(1); unfold tb.postJoin(1); fold buffer.state(1);
// { buffer.state(1) }
plot(); // { buffer.state(1) }
//@ fold this.postJoin(1);
}
//@ requires buffer.state(1); ensures buffer.state(1);
private void plot(){ /* plots the calculated points from the buffer */ }
}
Lst. 7. Class Plotter.

//@ requires buf.state(1); ensures buf.state(1);
void main(){
Sampler s=new Sampler(buf); // { s.join(1) ** buf.state(1) }
//@ unfold buf.state(1); fold s.preFork()
//{ s.preFork()**s.join(1)**Perm(buf.outa, 1)**Perm(buf.outb, 1) }
AFilter a = new AFilter(buf, s);
//{ s.preFork**s.join(1)**a.join(1)**Perm(buf.outa, 1)**Perm(buf.outb, 1) }
//@ fold a.preFork;
//{ s.preFork**a.preFork**s.join(1/2)**a.join(1)**Perm(buf.outb, 1) }
BFilter b = new BFilter(buf, s);
//{ s.preFork**a.preFork**s.join(1/2)**a.join(1)**b.join(1)**Perm(buf.outb, 1) }
//@ fold b.preFork;
//{ s.preFork**a.preFork**b.preFork**a.join(1)**b.join(1) }
Plotter p = new Plotter(buf, a, b);
//{ s.preFork**a.preFork**b.preFork**a.join(1)**b.join(1)**p.join(1) }
//@ fold p.preFork; //{ s.preFork**a.preFork**b.preFork**p.preFork**p.join(1) }
s.start(); a.start(); b.start(); p.start(); // { p.join(1) }
p.join(); /* { p.postJoin(1) } */ //@ unfold p.postJoin(1);
//@ fold buf.state(1);
}
Lst. 8. The main thread for the sampler, filters, and the plotter.
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Similarly, the plotter thread obtains a 1/2 read permission on inp and a write
permission on outa by joining process A, and another 1/2 read permission on
inp and a write permission on outb by joining process B. It then combines the
read permissions into a write permission on inp to invoke its plot method.
2.6

Architecture of the VerCors Tool Set

The whole verification approach as outlined above is supported by our VerCors
tool set. Rather than building yet another verifier, the VerCors tool leverages
existing verifiers. That is, it is designed as a compiler that translates specified
programs to a simpler language. These simplified programs are then verified by
a third-party verifier. If there are errors then the error messages are converted
to refer to the original input code.
Figure 1 shows the overall architecC
Java
PVL
input languages
OpenCL
ture of the tool. Its main input lanVerCors
guage is Java. For prototyping, we use
Tool
the toy language PVL, which is a very
Common Object Language
simple object-oriented language that can
express specified GPU kernels too. The
C language family front-end is work-inChalice
Boogie
Z3
back ends
progress, but will support OpenCL in
the near future. We mainly use ChalFig. 1. VerCors tool architecture.
ice [37], a verifier for an idealised concurrent programming language, as our
back-end, but for sequential programs we also use the intermediate program
verification language Boogie [38].
The implementation of the tool is highly modular. Everything is built around
the Common Object Language data structure for abstract syntax trees. For Java
and C, parsing happens in two passes. In the first pass an existing ANTLR4 [52]
grammar is used to convert the programs into an AST while keeping all comments. In the second pass those comments that contain specifications are parsed
using a separate grammar. This prevents us from having to maintain heavily
modified grammars and makes it much easier to support multiple specification
languages. The transformations to encode the program consist of many simple
passes. Obviously, this impacts performance, but it is good for reusability and
checkability of the passes. Our back-end framework allows switching between different versions, by setting up their command line execution using environment
modules, a system for dynamic access to multiple versions of software modules1 .

3

Synchroniser Specifications

3.1

Reasoning about Synchronisers

Another way for threads to synchronise their behaviour is by using a lock. Locks
provide a way to protect access to shared data. Only one thread at a time can
1

http://modules.sourceforge.net
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hold a lock, thus if threads only access the protected data while holding the lock,
this means that there cannot be simultaneous access to the protected data. In
Java, there are two ways to declare locks: any object can function as a lock, and
be used via the synchronized statement. Alternatively, one can also define a lock
object, and use the lock and unlock methods, declared in the Lock interface.
To reason about locks, we follow OHearn’s approach for CSL and we associate
a resource invariant with each lock, which specifies access to the data protected
by the lock [46]. That is, the resource invariant makes the information about
which data is protected by the lock explicit by naming the corresponding memory
locations. A thread that acquires the lock, obtains the permissions specified
in the resource invariant; when it releases the lock, it also has to release the
permissions specified in the resource invariant. A particular challenge for Java
is that locks might be reentrant [26], i.e., if a thread already holds a lock, it can
obtain it once more. This does not change anything in the behaviour, except that
to release the lock, it should be unlocked twice as well. Formally, a reentrancy
level is maintained for the thread holding the lock. To ensure soundness, a thread
should only obtain permissions when it acquires a lock for the first time, and it
should only be forced to give up the permissions when it releases the lock for
the last time. To manage this properly, the multi-set of locks that a thread holds
has to be maintained in the specifications.
Originally, we added explicit verification rules for locks as primitives to the
specification language (see [26]). However, this has the drawback that for every
synchronisation mechanism, new rules have to be added to the logic. When
looking into this in more detail, we realised that also for other synchronisation
mechanisms, the notion of resource invariant is crucial to specify what resources
can be redistributed between threads upon synchronisation.
Therefore, we took an alternative approach and we lifted the specification
of synchronisation mechanisms to the API level of Java, i.e., we provide a
specification-based approach to reason about locks. To make the approach applicable to different synchronisation mechanisms, we generalise the notion of a
lock, i.e., we consider any routine that uses synchronisation to transfer a set of
permissions as a locking routine. With our approach, we can specify arbitrary
synchronisation mechanisms from the Java API in a similar way, and provide
the ability to reason with these specifications modularly. We illustrate how our
synchroniser specifications are used to verify code using the synchroniser.
In a separate line of work, we have derived program logic rules for atomic
operations set, get and compareAndSwap as a synchronisation primitive [1]. We
can use these specifications to show that (simplified versions of) Java’s reference
implementations of the various synchronisers indeed respect our specifications.
For more information about these verifications, we refer to our PDP 2014 paper
about synchroniser specifications [2].
3.2

Initialisation of Resource Invariants

A lock can only be used when it has been initialised, i.e., the access permissions
specified in the resource invariant are stored “into” the lock. This ensures that
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//@ ghost boolean initialized = false;
//@ group resource initialized(frac p) = PointsTo(initialized, p/2, true);
//@ requires inv(1) ** PointsTo(initialized, 1, false);
//@ ensures initialized(1);
public void commit();
Lst. 9. Specifications for lock initialisation.

the resources can be passed to a user upon synchronisation without introducing
new resources. Initialisation of the resource invariant is done in the same way
for all synchronisation mechanisms: class Object declares a ghost boolean field
initialized that tracks information about the initialisation state of the resource
invariant. Newly created locks are not initialised; the specification-only method
commit, see Lst. 9, can be used by the client code to irreversibly initialise the
lock. This means that the resources protected by the lock, as specified in the resource invariant predicate inv, become shared. To achieve this, commit requires
the client to provide the complete resource invariant inv(1), together with an
exclusive permission to change initialized (line 3). The method consumes the
invariant (“stores it into the lock”). Moreover, it ensures that initialized cannot
be changed any more by consuming part of the permission to access this field,
effectively making it read-only (lines 2 and 4). For convenience, the result of
commit is encapsulated in a single resource predicate initialized, which can be
passed around and used as a permission ticket for locking operations, see below.
The default location for the call to commit is at the end of the constructor of
the synchronisation object. More complex lock implementations (which are not
discussed in this paper) may require moving this call to another location in the
program.
The actual resource invariant is typically decided by the user of the synchronisation class, therefore it is passed as a class parameter with the type (frac ->
resource). For example, given a two-point coordinate class, such as in Lst. 1,
using a ReentrantLock, the resource invariant that protects the x coordinate
(only) is specified with xInv, which is passed both as a type parameter and during instantiation of the lock. By adding it as a type parameter it is specified that
the declared local variable or field can only contain lock that use this particular
invariant. By adding the argument during instantiation and object that has this
particular invariant is created. For example:
//@ resource xInv(frac p) = Perm(x, p);
Lock/*@<xInv, . . . >@*/ xLock=new ReentrantLock/*@< xInv >@*/();
As mentioned in Sect. 2, in our specifications such parameters (of which there
will be more, hence the “. . . ” above) are received through parameters specified
with the given keyword.
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«interface»
Lock
+lock() : void
+unlock() : void

ReentrantReadWriteLock:
ReadLock

ReentrantLock

ReentrantReadWriteLock:
WriteLock

ReentrantReadWriteLock

«interface»
ReadWriteLock
+readLock() : Lock
+writeLock() : Lock

Fig. 2. The hierarchy of locks in the java.util.concurrent package.

3.3

Lock Hierarchy Specification

The synchronisation classes in the Lock hierarchy in the concurrency package
are devoted to resource locking scenarios where either full (write) access is given
to one particular thread or partial (read) access is given to an indefinite number
of threads. The complete hierarchy of locks is depicted in Fig. 2. We first discuss
the specification of the Lock interface, and then we proceed with specifications
of different lock implementations.
Lock Interface Specification As explained above, our specification approach
of the synchronisation mechanisms is inspired by the logic of Haack et al. [26].
However, we cannot just translate the rules from [26] into method specifications
of the Lock interface, because the Lock interface can be used in different and
wider settings than considered by Haack et al. In particular, Lock implementations may be non-reentrant; they may be used to synchronise non-exclusive
access; and they may be used in coupled pairs to change between shared and
exclusive mode (see the read-write lock specification below). Therefore, as an
extension to the work of Haack et al., for the specification given in Lst. 10 the
following aspects are considered:
– The locks use boolean parameters isExclusive and isReentrant, which can
be correspondingly instantiated by implementations (line 2).
– To allow non-exclusive synchronisation, resource invariants have to be groups
(line 1), see Sect. 2.5.
– For the non-exclusive locking scenarios, the client program has to record the
amount of the resource fraction that was obtained during locking, so that
the lock can reclaim the complete resource fraction upon unlocking. This
information is passed around in the held predicate, which holds this fraction
(line 5) (similar in spirit to the join predicate, as discussed in Section 2.5.
This is purposely not declared as a group, so that clients are obliged to return
their whole share of resources. The held predicate is returned during locking
in exchange for the initialized predicate which is temporarily revoked for
the time that the lock is acquired.
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//@ given group (frac -> resource) inv;
//@ given boolean isExclusive, isReentrant;
public interface Lock {
//@ group resource initialized(frac p);
//@ resource held(frac p);

6

//@ ghost public final Object parent;
8

/*@ given bag<Object> S, frac p;
requires LockSet(S) ** !(S contains this) ** initialized(p);
requires parent != null ==> !(S contains parent);
ensures LockSet(this::parent::S) **
inv(isExclusive ? 1 : p) ** held(p);
also
requires isReentrant ** LockSet(S) **
(S contains this) ** held(p);
ensures LockSet(this::S) ** held(p); @*/
void lock();
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12
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/*@ given bag<Object> S, frac p;
requires LockSet(this::S) ** (S contains this) ** held(p);
ensures LockSet(S) ** held(p);
also
requires held(p) ** inv(isExclusive ? 1 : p);
requires LockSet(this::parent::S) ** !(S contains this);
ensures LockSet(S) ** initialized(p); @*/
void unlock();

20
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}
Lst. 10. Specification of the Lock interface.

– For situations where several locks share the same resource and are effectively
coupled as one lock, we need to ensure that only one lock is locked at a time.
The coupling itself is realised by holding a reference to the parent object
that maintains the coupled locks (line 7). The exclusive use of coupled locks
is ensured by storing and checking this parent object in the set of currently
held locks.
– A separate specification case is given for reentrant locking (when isReentrant
is true).
As a result, in the specification of method lock() in Lst. 10, given the multi-set of
locks, i.e., bag<Object> S, when the lock is acquired for the first time (lines 9–
13), the locking thread gets permissions from the lock. If the lock is reentrant,
and the thread already holds the lock (lines 15–17), then no new permission is
gained, only the multi-set of locks held by the current thread is extended with
this lock (where :: denotes bag addition). For coupled locks (where the parent is
not null) the presence of the parent in the lock set is also checked and recorded, to
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//@ given group (frac -> resource) inv;
//@ given boolean reentrant;
interface ReadWriteLock {
//@ group resource initialized(frac p);
//@
//@
//@
/*@

given frac p;
requires initialized(p);
ensures \result.parent == this ** \result.initialized(p);
pure @*/ Lock /*@< inv, false, reentrant >@*/ readLock();

//@
//@
//@
/*@
}

given frac p;
requires initialized(p);
ensures \result.parent == this ** \result.initialized(p);
pure @*/ Lock /*@< inv, true, reentrant >@*/ writeLock();

10

12

14

Lst. 11. Specification of the ReadWriteLock interface.

prevent parallel use of the coupled locks. The specification of method unlock()
in Lst. 10 describes the reverse process: if the multi-set of locks contains the
specific lock only once (lines 24–26), then this means the return of permissions
to the lock (i.e., inv does not hold in the postcondition) according to the held
predicate; otherwise (lines 20–22), the thread keeps the permissions, but one
occurrence of the lock is removed from the multi-set.
ReentrantLock Specification Class ReentrantLock implements the Lock interface as an exclusive, reentrant lock. Thus, it inherits all specifications from
Lock and appropriately instantiates the two class parameters isReentrant and
isExclusive both to true:
//@ given group (frac -> resource) inv;
class ReentrantLock implements Lock /*@< inv, true, true >@*/ {

ReadWriteLock Specification The ReadWriteLock is not a lock itself, but
a wrapper of two coupled Lock objects: one of them provides exclusive access
for writing (WriteLock), while the other allows concurrent reading by several
threads (ReadLock). The two classes are commonly implemented as inner classes
of the class that implements the ReadWriteLock interface (see Fig. 2 on page 17).
The two locks are intended to protect the same memory resources. Hence our
specifications in Lst. 11 state that the two getter methods (declared as pure)
for obtaining the two locks return a lock object with the same resource inv,
but which are non-exclusive (line 9) and exclusive (line 14), respectively. The
aggregate read-write lock has to be initialised itself (lines 7 and 12). Further,
using the return value keyword \result, we state in the respective postconditions
of the getter methods (lines 8 and 13) that the obtained locks are initialised and
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hence can be acquired, and that they have the same parent object, which is an
instance of the class implementing the ReadWriteLock interface.
Example 4. In this example we show how the specification of ReadWriteLock
helps us to reason about a single-producer multiple-consumer application. Assume an application where one single producer produces data to be used by
two separate consumer threads. The producer implemented as a Producer class
obtains the write lock and then exclusively accesses the shared data field:
//@ given group (frac -> resource) pcinv;
public class Producer extends Thread {
private final Lock/*@<pcinv, true, true>@*/ lock;
private final SProdMCons example;
//@ given frac p; requires lock.initialized(p); ensures lock.initialized(p);
public void produce(){
// { lock.initialized(p) }
lock.lock(); // { lock.inv(1) ** lock.held(p) }
//@ unfold lock.inv(1);
// { Perm(example.data, 1) ** lock.held(p) } // from pcinv
sample(); // { Perm(example.data, 1) ** lock.held(p) }
//@ fold lock.inv(1);
lock.unlock(); // { lock.initialized(p) }
}
// method run
}

Then, each consumer is trying to obtain a fractional permission of the shared
data to use the value written by the producer:
//@ given group (frac -> resource) pcinv;
public class Consumer extends Thread {
private final Lock/*@<pcinv, false, true>@*/ lock;
private final SProdMCons example;
private boolean flag; private int value;
//@ given frac p; requires lock.initialized(p) ** Perm(this.value,1);
//@ ensures lock.initialized(p) ** Perm(this.value,1);
public void consume(){
// { lock.initialized(p) }
lock.lock(); // { lock.inv(p) ** lock.held(p) }
//@ unfold lock.inv(p);
// { Perm(example.data, p) ** lock.held(p) } // from pcinv
this.value = example.data;
if( flag == this.example.PRINT) print( );
if( flag == this.example.LOG) log( );
//@ fold lock.inv(p); // { lock.held(p) ** lock.inv(p) }
lock.unlock(); // { lock.initialized(p) }
}
// methods run, print and log
}
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The producer and consumers are then combined together in the following class:
public class SProdMCons {
//@ group resource pcinv(frac p) = Perm(data, p);
public final boolean PRINT = true, LOG = false;
public int data;
private ReadWriteLock/*@<pcinv, true>@*/ rwl;
void main(){
rwl = new ReentrantReadWriteLock/*@< pcinv >@*/();
Producer producer =
new Producer/*@< pcinv >@*/(this, rwl.writeLock());
Consumer printer =
new Consumer/*@< pcinv >@*/(this, PRINT, rwl.readLock());
Consumer log =
new Consumer/*@< pcinv >@*/(this, LOG, rwl.readLock());
producer.start(); printer.start(); log.start();
producer.join(); printer.join(); log.join();
}
}

3.4

Semaphore Specification

To illustrate that similar specifications can be used to describe the behaviour
of other synchronisers as well, we briefly discuss the specification of class Semaphore, which represents a counting semaphore. It is used to control threads’
accesses to a shared resource, by restricting the number of threads that can access
a resource simultaneously. Each semaphore is provided with a property permits,
that represents the maximum number of threads that can access the protected
resource. Accessing the resource must be preceded by acquiring a permit from
the semaphore. A semaphore with n permits allows a maximum of n threads to
access the same resource simultaneously. If n threads are holding a permit, a
new thread that tries to acquire a permit blocks until it is notified that a permit
is released.
When initialised with more than 1 permit, a semaphore closely corresponds
to a non-reentrant ReadLock, but with the number of threads accessing the
shared resource explicitly stated and controlled. When initialised with 1 permit,
it provides exclusive access, and behaves the same as a non-reentrant WriteLock.
Therefore, the specification of the semaphore is a stripped-down version of the
Lock specification, see Lst. 12. In particular, semaphores are never reentrant, and
they are not used in coupled combinations. Moreover, since the maximum number of threads that can access the shared resource is predefined with the permits
field, we can also limit ourselves to simply providing each acquiring thread with
an equal split of 1/permits of the resource invariant (lines 11 and 14). Note also
that there is no access permission required for the permits field as it is declared
to be final and hence can never change after initialisation.
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//@ given group (frac -> resource) inv;
public class Semaphore {
//@ resource held(frac p) = initialized(p);
//@ ghost final int permits;
//@ requires inv(1) ** permits > 0;
//@ ensures initialized(1) ** this.permits == permits;
public Semaphore(int permits);

6

8

//@ given frac p; requires initialized(p);
//@ ensures inv(1/permits) ** held(p);
public void acquire();

10

12

//@ given frac p; requires inv(1/permits) ** held(p);
//@ ensures initialized(p);
public void release();

14

16

}
Lst. 12. Specification of the Semaphore class.

4

Reasoning about Concurrent Class Invariants

In addition to proving the absence of data races and that data is correctly protected by a synchroniser, we also wish to show properties about the state of the
program. In a concurrent setting, many program state properties become unstable, i.e., they can be invalidated by other threads. However, this section shows
that also in a concurrent setting it is possible to reason about class invariants,
restricting the reachable states of an object.
4.1

Concurrent Class Invariants

In essence, a class invariant expresses a property that should always hold for
every object of a given class. Concretely, it is defined as a boolean predicate that
should be continuously maintained. Consider class Point in Lst. 1 with the two
fields x and y. As mentioned, we specified an invariant property that the point
object always is in the first or third quarter of the Cartesian space:
//@ invariant ((x >= 0 && y >= 0) || (x <= 0 && y <= 0));
We could also specify different invariant properties, such as that the relation
x + y >= 0 should always hold for every live Point object in the program:
//@ invariant I: (x + y >= 0);
Notice that we allow to explicitly name invariants (here the invariant is
named I) as we later need to refer to them symbolically. Although the primary
definition of a class invariant is a property that holds always, in practice this is
impossible, unless the invariant expresses a relation over non-mutable locations.
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Otherwise, any change of a location might break the invariant, i.e., invalidate the
correctness of the invariant predicate. Therefore, a verification technique should
allow temporarily breaking of a class invariant at certain invisible program states.
In a sequential setting, the standard verification technique suggests that class
invariants must hold in every pre- and poststate of a public method [43]. The
verifier may assume that the class invariant holds at the beginning of every
method, and has an obligation to prove that it still holds at the end of the
method. In particular, only these states are visible states in a program, and any
breaking (invalidating) of the invariant in a method’s internal state is allowed.
Therefore, a class invariant specified for a given class is treated as if it is implicitly
added in the pre- and postcondition of every method in this class.
However, in a concurrent program, this approach can not be directly applied.
An internal method’s state in which a thread invalidates an invariant, might be
a prestate of a method (a visible state) for another thread. Therefore, assuming
the validity of a class invariant at the entrance of a method would be unsound.
A technique for verifying concurrent class invariants should allow a thread to
break a class invariant only in a state that is invisible for the other program
threads, so that they would not be able to observe the invalidated state of the
object.
To get an intuition of visible states in a concurrent program, consider the
move method in the Point class in which both properties x and y are modified.
void move(){
lockx.lock(); // lockx protects the location x
x--;
lockx.unlock();
locky.lock(); // locky protects the location y
y++;
locky.unlock();
}
Clearly, having both updates protected by a lock, the scenario is data-race
free. However, in the state after the release of the lock lockx, the invariant I
may be invalidated, while both x and y are accessible by another thread: the
invalidated state of the Point object is then observable/visible. This problem
is sometimes called a high-level data race [4]. A class invariants verifier should
detect an error in this scenario, reporting a visible state in which an invariant
can be broken. The correct scenario could be protecting both updates with a
single lock:
lock.lock();
x--;
y++;
lock.unlock();
In this way, the invalidated state is hidden for the other active program threads.
Further, we discuss the class invariant protocol for verifying concurrent class
invariants. The protocol explains the conditions under which a class invariant
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may be safely broken, conditions that allow to assume that an invariant holds,
and the obligations when the invariant’s validity must be proved. The technique
is modular and is built on top of our permission-based separation logic.
4.2

Class Invariant Protocol

We consider that class invariants express properties over instance class fields
only. Therefore, we refer to an invariant I defined in a class C through a specific
object v of class C, and we write v.I. The set of locations referred to by an
invariant v.I is called a footprint of v.I, denoted fp(v.I).
To define a class invariant, special state formulas are used: these formulas
express only properties over the shared state and are free of permission expressions. Note that the class invariant I defined in the Point class contains neither
PointsTo nor Perm predicate. This contrasts standard permission-based separation logic, where every location in a formula must be framed by a positive
permission.
Assuming a Class Invariant The control of the validity of a class invariant
v.I is kept by a predicate/token holds(v.I, 1). The token is produced after the
creation of the valid object v, and afterwards it might be distributed among
different threads. Thus, the holds token is a group, i.e., the equivalence mentioned
in Sect. 4 holds:
holds(v.I, π) *–* holds(v.I, π/2) ** holds(v.I, π/2)
The intuitive meaning of this predicate is the following: when a thread holds
(part of) this token, it may assume that the invariant v.I holds. This means
that at the same time several threads may rely on the validity of the invariant
(each of them holding part of the invariant’s holds token). The invariant is then
stable and no other thread may break it. The following verification rule states
that the property expressed by a class invariant can be used under the condition
that (part of) the holds token is held:
{holds(v.I, π) ** v.I}c{F }
{holds(v.I, π)}c{F }
Example 5. Lst. 13 shows how a class invariant may be used for verifying a
client code. The main thread creates initially a valid Point object s, for which
the invariant s.I holds (s.x + s.y >=0), and obtains the token holds(s.I, 1) (line
3). Then, a set of new threads are forked (lines 5, 6), and each thread gets a
reference to s and part of the holds token. Each forked thread has a task to create
a sequence of new points at specific locations calculated from the location of s
(lines 19–23). To prove that each new Point p is a valid object (p.x + p.y >=0)
(line 21), each thread uses the class invariant s.I, which is guaranteed by the
token holds(s.I, π).
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class DrawPoints {
void main(){
Point s = new Point(0, 0); // holds(s.I, 1) token is produced
for (int k = 1; k<=10; k++) {
Task t = new Task(s, k);
t.fork(); // each t gets part of holds token
}
// join all Task threads
}
}
class Task {
Point s; int k;
// . . . constructors
//@ given frac p; requires holds(s.I. p) ** . . . ;
//@ ensures holds(s.I. p) ** . . . ;
void run(){
for (int i = 1; i < 10; i ++) {
// s.I holds (because of the holds token)
Point p = new Point(s.x + i, s.y + k); // use s.I to verify p.I
draw(p);
}
}
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}
Lst. 13. Using a class invariant for verifying a client class

Breaking a Class Invariant A class invariant may be temporarily broken by
a specific thread, under the condition that the invalid state of the object is not
observable by any other thread. To this end, breaking is allowed in explicitly
specified parts of the program. The developer is expected to mark the program
segment where breaking of an invariant might happen with two specification
commands: the command unpack(v.I) indicates the start of the segment, while
the pack(v.I) specification command is required to specify the end of the segment. We call this an unpacked segment. In the example of the Point class, both
updates should be wrapped in an unpacked segment.
All changes in the unpacked segment should stay hidden for the other program threads. To ensure that no other thread might assume the validity of the
invariant v.I within the unpacked segment, the unpack(v.I) command consumes
the full holds(v.I, 1) token, which ensures that no part of this token is still owned
by another thread. The unpack(v.I) command at the same time produces a new
predicate, the unpacked(v.I, 1) token, which serves as a license for the thread to
break the invariant v.I. Holding the unpacked token is a required condition for
assigning to any location that appears in the footprint of the invariant. Once
all updates are done, the running thread must reestablish the validity of v.I
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//@requires holds(this.I, 1); ensures holds(this.I, 1);
void move() {
lock.lock(); // { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1); }
// { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** holds(this.I, 1) }
// { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** holds(this.I, 1) ** this.I }
// { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** holds(this.I, 1) ** x + y >= 0 }
//@ unpack(this.I);
// { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** unpacked(this.I, 1) ** x + y >= 0 }
x--;
// { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** unpacked(this.I, 1) ** x + y >= -1 }
y++;
// { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** unpacked(this.I, 1) ** x + y >= 0 }
// { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** unpacked(this.I, 1) ** this.I }
//@ pack(this.I);
//@ { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** holds(this.I, 1) }
lock.unlock();
// { holds(this.I, 1); }
}
Lst. 14. An unpacked segment

and call the pack(v.I) command, which trades the unpacked(v.I, 1) token for the
holds(v.I, 1) token. The unpack(v.I) command is always followed by pack(v.I)
within the same method and executed by the same thread. This thread is called
a holder of the unpacked segment. Lst. 14 shows the specified move method with
the proof outline.
Restrictions to Unpacked Segments As explained above, the unpacked segment may contain states in which a certain object is invalidated. Therefore, all
changes in the segment must not be publicly exposed, i.e., they should not be
observable for any thread except for the holder of the segment. Because of this,
within an unpacked segment it is forbidden for the running thread to release
permissions and to make them accessible to other threads. In particular, only
safe commands are allowed, i.e., commands that exclude any lock-related operation (acquiring, releasing or committing a lock). Note that in the example in
Lst. 14, the lock is acquired and released outside the unpacked segment. A call
to a method m is a safe command if the called method m itself is safe, i.e., a
method composed of safe commands only. A safe method should be specified
with the optional modifier safe.
Forking a safe thread, i.e., a thread with a /*@safe@*/run() method, within
an unpacked segment is also allowed, under the condition that the thread must
be joined before the unpacked segment ends. These threads are called local to
the segment. A safe thread may further fork other safe threads. The breaking
token might then be shared among all local threads of the unpacked segment,
and thus, they might all update different locations of the invariant footprint in
parallel. For this purpose, the unpacked token is also a splittable token. This
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void move(){
//@ unpack(this.I);
lock.lock(); // invalid call (must happen before unpacking)
t.fork(); // allowed if t is a safe thread
updateY(); // allowed if updateY is a safe method
lock.unlock(); // invalid call, must happen after packing
t.join(); // t is a safe thread, thus joining must be before packing
//@ pack(this.I);
}
Lst. 15. Restrictions to an unpacked segment

means that breaking an invariant v.I does not require full unpacked token, but
for any π > 0, the predicate unpacked(v.I, π) is valid breaking permission. The
example on Lst. 15 shows the restrictions in an unpacked segment.

Object Initialisation Object initialisation (the object constructor) is divided
into two phases: (1) object construction creates an empty object v (all v’s fields
get a default value), and gives the running thread write permission for each of v’s
fields. (2) the init method follows mandatorily after object construction, where
object fields are initialised. After this phase, the object may be used.
For every invariant v.I the unpacked(v.I, 1) token is produced for the first
time at the end of the first phase of v’s initialisation: the created object v is then
still empty and might be in an invalid state in which some of its invariants are
broken. This means that after this first phase, every invariant of the object v is
in an unpacked state.
After the second phase and the initialisation of all v’s object fields, the object
v should be in a valid state. For every invariant v.I, the pack(v.I) specification
command is called by default at the end of the init method. Hence, at the end of
v’s initialisation, the invariant v.I is in a packed state. We show the initialisation
of a Point object in Lst. 16.
To conclude, we summarise the rules that define the invariant protocol:
R1 (Assuming) A thread t may assume (use) a class invariant v.I if t holds
the predicate holds(v.I, π), π > 0.
R2 (Breaking) A thread t may write on a location p.f if apart from holding
a write permission to p.f , it holds a breaking token unpacked(v.I, π), π > 0
for each invariant v.I that refers to p.f , i.e., p.f ∈ fp(v.I).
R3 (Reestablishing) An invariant v.I must have been reestablished when
pack(v.I) is executed.
R4 (Exchanging tokens) The token unpacked(v.I, 1) is produced at v’s construction; commands unpack(v.I) and pack(v.I) exchange the holds(v.I, 1)
token for the unpacked(v.I, 1) token, and vice versa.
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class Point {
int x, y;
Lock lock;
//@ invariant I: (x + y >= 0);
//@ ensures Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** unpacked(I, 1);
public Point() { /* effectively calls init */ }
//@ requires Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** unpacked(I, 1);
//@ ensures holds(I, 1);
void init() {
x = 0; y = 0;
//@ resource rinv = Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1);
lock = new Lock/*@< rinv >@*/();
//@ pack(I);
// { Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** holds(I, 1) }
lock.commit(); // permissions are transferred to the lock
// { holds(I, 1) }
}
}
Lst. 16. Object Initialisation

4.3

Modular Verification

To be practically useful, the verification technique should be modular. Rule R2,
listed above, requires a breaking token for all invariants that refer to p.f . However, in the context (class) where the assignment happens, not all invariants
in the program are known. Therefore, it is impossible for the verifier to check
modularly whether rule R2 is properly satisfied.
Consider the example in Lst. 17: the class Line contains references of two
Point objects (the rep modifiers in lines 2 and 3 are discussed later). The invariant I1 in the class Line refers to fields in p1 and p2. This means that assigning
to a field x or y of a Point object may break an invariant of an existing Line
object: therefore, this assignment should be allowed if the invariant I1 is also
unpacked. When verifying the Point class, the verifier should be aware of the
Line class, and possibly other classes that refer to the fields x and y in the Point
class. Thus, it is impossible to verify the Point class in isolation.
This problem with modularity is not typical for concurrent programs, but also
manifests itself when verifying class invariants in sequential programs. Several solutions are suggested for modular verification of sequential invariants [44,5,42,20].
Mostly they use the restrictions from Müller’s ownership type system [19].
Using the restrictions of the ownership type system can also help to provide
modular verification of concurrent class invariants. Below we first shortly discuss
the ownership-type system and then we explain the verification technique for
concurrent class invariants based on this type system. In general, in rule R2, to
assign a location p.f , only the invariants of the object p are explicitly checked,
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class Line {
/*@ rep @*/ Point p1;
/*@ rep @*/ Point p2;

4

//@ invariant I1: (p1.x + p2.x <= 10 ** p1.y + p2.y <= 10);
6

//@ requires unpacked(I1, 1) ** . . . (permissions) . . . ;
//@ ensures holds(I1, 1) ** holds(p1.I, 1) ** holds(p2.I, 1);
//@ ensures . . . (permissions) . . . ;
void init(){
p1 = new /*@ rep @*/ Point(0, 0);
p2 = new /*@ rep @*/ Point(0, 5);
//@ pack(this.I1);
}

8

10

12

14

//@ requires holds(this.I1, 1) ** holds(p1.I, 1);
//@ requires Perm(p1.x, 1) ** Perm(p1.y, 1);
//@ ensures holds(this.I1, 1) ** holds(p1.I, 1);
//@ ensures Perm(p1.x, 1) ** Perm(p1.y, 1);
void moveP1() {
//@ unpack(this.I1);
p1.move();
//@ pack(this.I1); // trades the unpacked token for holds token
}

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

class Point{
int x;
int y;
//@ invariant I: (x + y >= 0);

30

//@ given frac p;
//@ requires Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** holds(I, p);
//@ ensures Perm(x, 1) ** Perm(y, 1) ** holds(I, p);
/*@ safe @*/ void move() {
//@ unpack(this.I);
x--;
y++;
//@ pack(this.I);
}
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}
Lst. 17. Modular verification
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while the technique guarantees that the unpacked token is implicitly held for all
other necessary class invariants.
Ownership-Based Types The ownership type system forces all objects in the
heap to be organised in a structural way and it applies certain restrictions to the
operations applicable to each object reference. In particular, each object is required to respect the concept of ownership topology, where objects are organised
in a hierarchy. Each object has one owner, either the root of the tree, or another
object in the heap. Each ancestor of an object p in the tree is p’s transitive
owner. The developer decides the position of an object in the tree by attaching
an appropriate modifier from the set {rep, peer, rd } when the object is created.
This modifier becomes a part of the type of the object reference, which shows
the relation between the object and the this object. For example, if a new Point
object is created with the rep modifier,
/*@ rep @*/ Point point = new /*@ rep @*/ Point();
the type rep indicates that the new object is owned by this object. The type
peer is used when creating an object that should have the same owner as the this
object, while rd is used for any other object. The type is actually attached to the
object reference, because it shows the relation of the object in the context of the
this object. If another reference of the same Point object is used in a different
context, that reference would have another modifier, calculated appropriately
according to the new context. For example, if the object a owns b, while b owns
c, the type of a reference of c in the context of the object b is rep, while the type
of a reference of c in the context of a is rd.
Having all objects in the heap structurally organised, the ownership type
system imposes certain restrictions: writing to a field p.f or a call to a nonpure method (a method with side-effects) with a receiver p is not allowed if
the ownership type of the reference p is rd. In this way, each object controls
all updates that happen in its transitively owned objects. This guarantees the
following rule:
RO If a field p.f is modified in a method m, for each transitive owner o of
p, the call stack contains a method invocation where o is a receiver.
Verification Technique via Ownership Types To use the ownership-type
system for modular verification of class invariants, additionally, the definition of
a class invariant is restricted such that:
RCI A class invariant v.I may only express properties over fields of the
object v, or fields of object that is transitively owned by v.
From the rule RCI, we can observe the following: a location p.f may be
referred to by an invariant of the object p or of an object v that is a transitive
owner of p. Moreover, according to RO, the assignment of p.f is preceded by
a method call where v is a receiver. These two observations give the right to
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define the following: when assigning to a location p.f , it is enough to require the
unpacked token only for the invariants of the object p (p.I) that refer to p.f . If
any other invariant v.I refers to p.f , then v is a transitive owner of p and the
check that the actual thread holds the unpacked token for v.I is a requirement
of the method call where object v is a receiver.
More precisely, rule R2 listed above is replaced with the following two rules:
R2.1 A precondition for assigning a value to a field p.f requires a token
unpacked(p.I, π), π > 0, for each invariant I of the object p that refers to
p.f .
R2.2 A precondition for invoking a method m that assigns a field p.f requires
the token unpacked(this.I, π), π > 0, for each invariant I of the this object
that refers to p.f .
Example 6. In the example in Lst. 17 on page 29, each Line object line owns the
objects line.p1 and line.p2. This hierarchy allows the invariant I1 in the Line
class to express properties over fields in p1 and p2. The updates in the move
method in the Point class (line 34) might break the invariant I defined in the
class Point, as well as the invariant I1 in the Line class. Therefore, before these
updates happen, both I and I1 have to be in an unpacked state. The invariant
I is required to be unpacked in the method move, before the updates of x and
y (line 35), while I1 has to be unpacked before the call to the move method in
the Line class (line 21).
It is important to note that permissions for the updating fields, p1.x and
p1.y, must be obtained outside the unpacked segments of both invariants I and
I1. No locks are then acquired in the move method, and thus the method is
safe (line 34). If these permissions were obtained through a lock inside the move
method in the Point class (as in Lst. 14), the Line class could not be verified:
the unpacked segment in the moveP1 method would then contain a method call
to an unsafe method.
With this approach the verifier may perform both R2.1 and R2.2 having
only the knowledge of the context where the assignment happens. This makes the
approach modular. Although the method is applicable to ownership-based type
systems only, this is not considered as a serious restriction, because ownership
is a common and natural concept for organisation of objects in a program.

5

Reasoning about GPU Kernels

Above, we have considered how to reason about multithreaded Java programs,
running on one or multiple CPUs. However, to achieve an increase in performance, modern hardware also uses different computing paradigms. GPUs, graphical processing units, which were initially designed to support computer graphics,
are more and more used also for other programming tasks, leading to the development of the area of GPGPU (General Purpose GPU) programming.
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kernel demo {
global int[gsize] a,b;
void main(){
a[tid]:=tid;
barrier(global);
b[tid]:=a[(tid+1) mod gsize];
}
}
Lst. 18. Basic example kernel

Until 2006 GPGPU programming was mainly done in CUDA [34], a proprietary GPU programming language from NVIDIA. However, recently a new
platform-independent, low-level programming language standard for GPGPU
programming, OpenCL [47], emerged. As a result, GPUs are now used in many
different fields, including media processing [18], medical imaging [57] and eyetracking [45].
The main characteristic of GPU kernels is that each kernel constitutes a
massive number of parallel threads. All threads execute the same instruction,
but each thread operates on its own share of memory. Barriers are used as the
main synchronisation primitive between threads in a kernel.
This section shows how permission-based separation logic also can be used
to reason about OpenCL kernels.
5.1

GPU Architecture

Before presenting our verification technique, we first briefly discuss the main
characteristics of the GPU architecture (for more details, see the OpenCL specification [35]).
A GPU runs hundreds of threads simultaneously. All threads within the same
kernel execute the same instruction, but on different data: the Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) execution model. GPU kernels are invoked by a host
program, typically running on a CPU. Threads are grouped into work groups.
GPUs have three different memory regions: global, local, and private memory.
Private memory is local to a single thread, local memory is shared between
threads within a work group, and global memory is accessible to all threads
in a kernel, and to the host program. Threads within a single work group can
synchronise by using a barrier: all threads block at the barrier until all other
threads have also reached this barrier. A barrier instruction comes with a flag
to indicate whether it synchronises global or local memory, or both. Notice that
threads within different work groups cannot synchronise.
Example 7. Lst. 18 shows the code of a kernel that initialises a global array b in
such a way that position i contains i + 1 modulo the length of the array. It does
so in a complicated way. Each thread first assign its thread id tid to position i
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of a temporary array a. Then all threads wait for each other (which means that
this code can only run for a single working group) and then position i of array
b is assigned by reading position i + 1 modulo the working group size of array
a. If the barrier would be removed, there would be a data race on a[i].
5.2

Verification of GPGPU Kernels

As mentioned, permission-based separation logic also is suitable to reason about
kernel programs. When reasoning about kernel programs, we can prove that
a kernel (i) does not have data races, and (ii) that it respects its functional
behaviour specification. Kernels can exhibit two kinds of data races: (i) parallel
threads within a work group can access the same location, either in global or
in local memory, and this access is not ordered by an appropriate barrier, and
(ii) parallel threads within different work groups can access the same locations
in global memory. With our logic, we can verify the absence of both kinds of
data races.
Concretely, for each kernel we specify all the permissions that are needed to
execute the kernel. Upon invocation of the kernel, these permissions are transferred from the host code to the kernel. Within the kernel, the available permissions are distributed over the threads. Every time a barrier is reached, a barrier
specification specifies how the permissions are redistributed over the threads
(similar to the barrier specifications of Hobor et al. [29]). The barrier specification also specifies functional pre- and postconditions for the barrier. Essentially
this specifies how knowledge about the global state upon reaching the barrier is
spread over the different threads.
Traditionally, separation logic considers a single heap for the program. However, to reason about kernels, we make an explicit distinction between global
and local memory. To support our reasoning method, kernels, work groups and
threads are specified as follows:
– The kernel specification is a triple (Kres , Kpre , Kpost ). The resource formula
Kres specifies all resources in global memory that are passed from the host
program to the kernel, while Kpre and Kpost specify the functional kernel
pre- and postcondition, respectively. Kpre and Kpost have to be framed by
Kres . An invocation of a kernel by a host program is correct if the host
program holds the necessary resources and fulfils the preconditions.
– The group specification is a triple (Gres , Gpre , Gpost ), where Gres specifies the
resources in global memory that can be used by the threads in this group, and
Gpre and Gpost specify the functional pre- and postcondition, respectively,
again framed by Gres . Notice that locations defined in local memory are
only valid inside the work group and thus the work group always holds write
permissions for these locations.
– Permissions and conditions in the work group are distributed over the work
res
res
group’s threads by the thread specification (Tpre
, Tpre , Tpost
, Tpost ). Because
threads within a work group can exchange permissions, we allow the reres
res
sources before (Tpre
) and after execution (Tpost
) to be different. The func-
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res
tional behaviour is specified by Tpre and Tpost , which must be framed by Tpre
res
and Tpost , respectively.
– A barrier specification (Bres , Bpre , Bpost ) specifies resources, and a pre- and
postcondition for each barrier in the kernel. Bres specifies how permissions
are redistributed over the threads (depending on the barrier flag, these can
be permissions on local memory only, on global memory only, or a combination of global and local memory). The barrier precondition Bpre specifies
the property that has to hold when a thread reaches the barrier. It must
be framed by the resources that were specified by the previous barrier (considering the thread start as an implicit barrier). The barrier postcondition
Bpost specifies the property that may be assumed to continue verification of
the thread. It must be framed by Bres .

Notice that it is sufficient to specify a single permission formula for a kernel
and a work group. Since work groups do not synchronise with each other, there
is no way to redistribute permissions over kernels or work groups. Within a work
group, permissions are redistributed over the threads only at a barrier, the code
between barriers always holds the same set of permissions.
Given a fully annotated kernel, verification of the kernel w.r.t. its specification
essentially boils down to verification of the following properties:
– Each thread is verified w.r.t. the thread specification, i.e., given the thread’s
code Tbody , the Hoare triple {Tres ** Tpre } Tbody {Tpost } is verified using the
permission-based separation logic rules defined in Sect. 5.4. Each barrier is
verified as a method call with precondition Rcur ** Bpre and postcondition
Bres ** Bpost , where Rcur specifies all current resources.
– The kernel resources are sufficient for the distribution over the work groups,
as specified by the group resources.
– The kernel precondition implies the work group’s preconditions.
– The group resources and accesses to local memory are sufficient for the distribution of resources over the threads.
– The work group precondition implies the thread’s preconditions.
– Each barrier redistributes only resources that are available in the work group.
– For each barrier the postcondition for each thread follows from the precondition in the thread, and the fenced conjuncts of the preconditions of all other
threads in the work group.
– The universal quantification over all threads’ postconditions implies the work
group’s postcondition.
– The universal quantification over all work groups’ postconditions implies the
kernel’s postcondition.
The first condition is checked by the Hoare logic rules discussed below; the
other conditions are encoded as additional checks in the VerCors tool set.
We will illustrate our approach on the kernel program discussed in Example 7.
Example 8. Consider the kernel in Lst. 18. For simplicity, it has a single work
group, so the kernel level and group level specification are the same.
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kernel demo {
global int[gsize] a;
global int[gsize] b;
requires Perm(a[tid],100) ** Perm(b[tid],100);
ensures Perm(b[tid],100) ** b[tid] = (tid+1) mod gsize;
void main(){
a[tid]:=tid;
barrier(global) {
requires a[tid]=tid;
ensures Perm(a[(tid+1) mod gsize],10) ** Perm(b[tid],100);
ensures a[(tid+1) mod gsize]=(tid+1) mod gsize; }
b[tid]:=a[(tid+1) mod gsize];
}
}
Lst. 19. VerCors tool annotated version of the code in Lst. 18.

At the kernel level, the required resources Kres are write permissions on
arrays a and b. The kernel precondition Kpre states that the length of both
arrays should be the same as the number of threads (denoted as gsize for work
group size). The kernel postcondition expresses that afterwards, for any i in
the range of the array, b[i] = (i + 1)%gsize. Each thread i initially obtains a
write permission at a[i]. When thread i reaches the barrier, the property a[i] = i
holds; this is the barrier precondition. After the barrier, each thread i obtains
a write permission on b[i] and a read permission on a[(i + 1)%gsize], and it
continues its computation with the barrier postcondition that a[(i + 1)%gsize] =
(i + 1)%gsize. From this, each thread i can establish the thread’s postcondition
b[i] = (i + 1)%gsize, which is sufficient to establish the kernel’s postcondition.
See Lst. 19 for a tool-verified annotated version.
Notice that the logic contains many levels of specification. However, typically
many of these specifications can be generated, satisfying the properties above
by construction. As discussed in Section 5.5 below, for the tool implementation
it is sufficient to provide the thread and the barrier specifications.
5.3

Kernel Programming Language

This section defines a simple kernel language. The next section defines the logic
over this simplified language, however we would like to emphasise that our tool
can verify real OpenCL kernels.
Our language is based on the Kernel Programming Language (KPL) of Betts
et al. [9]. However, the original version of KPL did not distinguish between
global and local memory, while we do. As kernel procedures cannot recursively
call themselves, we restrict the language to a single block of kernel code, without
loss of generality. Fig. 3 presents the syntax of our language. Each kernel is merely
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Reserved
tid
gid
lid
tcount
gsize

global identifiers (constant within a thread):
Thread identifier with respect to the kernel
Group identifier with respect to the kernel
Local thread identifier with respect to the work group
The total number of threads in the kernel
The number of threads per work group

Kernel language:
b ::= boolean expression over global constants and private variables
e ::= integer expression over global constants and private variables
S ::= v := e |v := rdloc(e) |v := rdglob(e) |wrloc(e1 , e2 ) |wrglob(e1 , e2 )
| nop |S1 ; S2 |if b then S1 else S2 |while b do S |bid : barrier(F )
F ::= ∅ | {local} | {global} | {local, global}
Fig. 3. Syntax for Kernel Programming Language

a single statement, which is executed by all threads, where threads are divided
into one or more work groups. For simplicity, but without loss of generality,
global and local memory are assumed to be single shared arrays (similar to
the original KPL presentation [9]). There are 4 memory access operations: read
from location e1 in local memory (v := rdloc(e1 )); write e2 to location e1 in local
memory (wrloc(e1 , e2 )); read from global memory (v := rdglob(e)); and write to
global memory (wrglob(e1 , e2 )). Finally, there is a barrier operation, taking as
argument a subset of the flags local and global, which describes which of the two
memories are fenced by the barrier. Each barrier is labelled with an identifier
bid.

5.4

Kernel Program Logic

This section formally defines the rules to reason about OpenCL kernels. As
explained above, we distinguish between two kinds of formulas: resource formulas (in permission-based separation logic), and property formulas (in first-order
logic).

Syntax of Resource Formulas Before presenting the verification rules, we first
define the syntax of resource formulas. Section 2 on page 4 defined the syntax of
resource formulas. However, our kernel programming language uses a very simple
form of expressions only, and the syntax explicitly distinguishes between access
to global and local memory. Therefore, in our kernel specification language we
follow the same pattern, and we explicitly use different permission statements
for local and global memory.
As mentioned above, the behaviour of kernels, groups, threads and barriers is
res
res
, Tpost ),
defined as tuples (Kres , Kpre , Kpost ), (Gres , Gpre , Gpost ), (Tpre
, Tpre , Tpost
and (Bres , Bpre , Bpost ), respectively, where the resource formulas are defined by
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(assign)
{R, P [v := e]}v := e{R, P }
(read-local)
{R ** LPerm(e, π), P [v := L[e]]}v := rdloc(e){R ** LPerm(e, π), P }
(write-local)
{R ** LPerm(e1 , rw), P [L[e1 ] := e2 ]}wrloc(e1 , e2 ){R ** LPerm(e1 , rw), P }
(barrier)
{Rcur , Bpre (bid)}bid : barrier(F ){Bres (bid), Bpost (bid)}
Fig. 4. Hoare logic rules

the following grammar:
E ::= expressions over global constants, private variables, rdloc(E), rdglob(E)
R ::= true | LPerm(E, p) | GPerm(E, p) | E ==> R
| R1 ** R2 | (\forall* T v; E(v); R(v))
Resource formulas can frame first-order logic formulas. For this purpose, we
define the footprint of a resource formula as all global and local memory locations
that are accessed to evaluate the formula (see [11] for more details).
Hoare Triples for Kernels Since in our logic we explicitly separate the resource
formulas and the first-order logic properties, we first have to redefine the meaning
of a Hoare triple in our setting, where the pre- and the postcondition consist of
a resource formula, and a first-order logic formula, such that the pair is properly
framed.
{R1 , P1 }S{R2 , P2 } =
∀R γ.(Γ ` R; γ |= R1 ** P1 ) ∧ (S, (Rmg , Rml , γ), R) →∗ (, (σ, δ, γ 0 ), F ) ⇒
∀R0 .R0 mg = σ ∧ R0 ml = δ.Γ ` R0 ; γ 0 |= R2 ** P2
Fig. 4 summarises the most important Hoare logic rules to reason about
kernel threads; in addition there are the standard rules for sequential compositional, conditionals, and loops. Rule (assign) applies for updates to local memory.
Rules (read-local) and (write-local) specifies look-up and update of local memory (where L[e] denotes the value stored at location e in the local memory array,
and substitution is as usually defined for arrays, cf. [3]):
L[e][L[e1 ] := e2 ] = (e = e1 )?e2 : L[e]
Similar rules are defined for global memory (not given here, for space reasons).
The rule (barrier) reflects the functionality of the barrier from the point
of view of one thread. First, the resources before (Rcur ) are replaced with the
barrier resources for the thread (Bres (bid)). Second, the barrier precondition
(Bpre (tid)) is replaced by the post condition (Bpost (tid)). The requirement that
the preconditions within a group imply the postconditions is not enforced by
this rule; it must be checked separately.
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Example: Binomial Coefficient

Finally we discuss the verification of a more involved kernel, to illustrate the
power of our verification technique. The full example is available on-line and can
be tried in the on-line version of our tool set [58].
The kernel program in Lst. 20 computes the binomial coefficients




N −1
N −1
···
0
N −1
using N threads forming a single work group. Due to space restrictions, only the
critical parts of the specifications have been given. The actual verified version
has longer and more tedious specifications.
The intended output is the global array bin. The local array tmp is used for
exchanging data between threads. The algorithm proceeds in N − 1 iterations
and in each iteration bin contains a row from Pascal’s triangle as the first part,
and ones for the unused part.
On line 10 the entire bin array is initialised to 1. This satisfies the invariants
on line 11/12 that states that the array bin contains the N th row of Pascal’s
triangle, followed by ones. The loop body first copies the bin array to the tmp
array, then using a barrier that fences the local variable. These values are then
transmitted to the next thread and the write permission on tmp is exchanged
for a read permissions. Then, for the relevant subset of threads, the equation
  
 

N
N −1
N −1
=
+
k
k−1
k
is used to update bin, and the second barrier returns write permission on tmp.
Note that the first barrier fences the local variables, which is necessary to
ensure that the next thread can see the values. The second barrier does not fence
any variables because it is only there to ensure that the value has been read and
processed, making it safe to write the next value in tmp.

6

Related Work

To conclude this paper, we briefly give some pointers to related work. We do
not intend this discussion to be complete; for this we refer to the related work
sections of our individual papers.
6.1

Tools for Verification of Java Programs

The examples in this paper are specified in a dialect of separation logic that
extends the JML [36] specification language with concurrent features. Many
different verification tools for JML already exist [13]. Also tools for separation
logic exist, such as VeriFast [33], SmallFoot [8], and jStar [21]. We also mention
Chalice [37] here. Strictly speaking this is not a separation logic tool, however its
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kernel binomial {
global int[gsize] bin;
local int[gsize] tmp;

4

requires gsize > 1 ** Perm(bin[tid],1) ** Perm(tmp[tid],100);
ensures Perm(bin[tid],100) ** bin[tid]=binom(gsize-1,tid);
void main(){
int temp;
int N:=1;
bin[tid]:=1;
invariant Perm(bin[tid],100) ** Perm(tmp[tid],100);
invariant tid<N ? bin[tid]=binom(N,tid) : bin[tid]=1;
while(N<gsize-1){
tmp[tid]:=bin[tid];
barrier(1,{local}){
ensures Perm(bin[tid],100) ** Perm(tmp[(tid-1) mod gsize],10);
ensures 0<tid & tid<=N -> tmp[(tid-1) mod gsize]=binom(N,tid-1);
}
N := N+1;
if(0<tid & tid<N){
temp:=tmp[(tid-1) mod gsize];
bin[tid]:=temp+bin[tid];
}
barrier(2,{}){
ensures Perm(bin[tid],100) ** Perm(tmp[tid],100);
}
}
}

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

}
Lst. 20. Kernel program for binomial coefficients.

specification language (implicit dynamic frames [56]) is equivalent to separation
logic [51].
SmallFoot and jStar support basic separation logic, without fractional permissions. The Chalice specification language is quite similar to ours, but more
restricted. For example, it does not allow predicates with parameters and it does
not support the magic wand. Moreover, its programming language does not have
inheritance. The VeriFast tool supports both C and Java. The main difference
with the VerCors tool is that it uses a pure version of separation logic rather
than our free form.
One of the core components of a specification language for concurrent software is the access permission model, which determines how flexible the specification languages for access permissions is. Separation logic is not the only one
available. One of the simplest models is the permission model of the Spec# programming system for C# [6]. This model organises access permissions as a forest
of trees. It is also used in the VCC verifier for C code [15].
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Synchronisers

As mentioned, our synchroniser specifications extend our earlier formalisation
of reentrant locks [26]. Several other built-in formalisations of locks and synchronisation primitives exist. Chalice [37] formalises simple non-reentrant locks
built into the Chalice language. The work of Gotsman et al. [25] is similar to
our earlier formalisation, and we believe that our high-level approach could also
be easily applied there to treat a wider range of synchronisation primitives.
Similarly, the work of Hobor and Gherghina on formalising Pthread-style
barriers in Separation Logic [29] follows very similar principles. This work was the
basis for our barrier specifications for OpenCL kernels. However, since OpenCL
barriers are simpler, our barrier specifications for kernel programs also are much
simpler. We are currently working on specifying and verifying also a Java API
version of a cyclic barrier.
Finally, the VeriFast tool [33] adopts an approach similar to ours – locking is
also specified on the API level, but only for simple and non-reentrant locks, and
so-called higher-order abstract predicates are functionally similar to our class
level specification parameters.
6.3

Class Invariants

The early developed techniques for verification of class invariants in sequential
programs [43,41] support invariants with restricted definition only. This work is
unsound for more complex data structures, for example if an invariant captures
properties over different objects. Later, Poetzsch-Heffter [53] and Huizing et
al. [31] developed sound techniques that do not restrict the invariant definition
or the program itself; however, both approaches are not modular.
Müller et al. [44] propose two sound techniques for modular reasoning: the
ownership technique and the less restrictive visibility technique. Both concepts,
as well as Lu et al.’s modular technique [42], are designed for ownership-based
type systems. All these techniques are captured in Drossopoulou et al.’s abstract
unified framework [22].
Weiß models class invariants with a boolean model field inv [59]. Their validity is checked only on demand. Specifications use inv explicitly where needed,
while this.inv is implicitly generated in each method pre- and postcondition.
Jacobs et al. [32] suggest a technique for verifying multithreaded programs
with class invariants, using the Boogie methodology [5] for sequential programs.
With this approach, a thread is allowed to break a class invariant of an object
only if it completely owns the object, i.e., no other thread can access any field of
this object. This is in contrast with the approach presented in this paper, where
breaking a class invariant is independent of permissions on heap memory.
A different approach for modular verification of object invariants in concurrent programs is proposed by Cohen [16], implemented in VCC [15]. Each object
is assigned a two-state invariant expressing the required relation between any two
consecutive states of execution that has to be respected by every state update
in the program.
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GPUs

There already exists some work on the verification of GPU kernels. However,
these approaches mainly focus on the verification of data race freedom of the interleaving of two arbitrary threads, whereas we verify an arbitrary single thread,
and also consider functional correctness.
Li and Gopalakrishnan [40] verify CUDA programs by symbolically encoding
thread interleavings. They focus on data race freedom, and were the first to observe that to ensure data race freedom it was sufficient to verify the interleavings
of two arbitrary threads.
Betts et al. [9] verify GPU programs by encoding their behaviour as a BoogiePL program. The GPUVerify tool is highly efficient at automatically verifying
data race freedom and absence of barrier divergence. However, it abstracts away
from all data and cannot easily prove functional correctness.

7

Summary and Directions for Future Work

This paper illustrated the VerCors approach to verification of concurrent software. The approach uses permission-based separation logic as the underlying
logic to handle the concurrency-related features. However, compared to other
projects handling verification of concurrent software, the VerCors project focuses
on making verification practical. It achieves this by using an easily accessible
specification language, that reuses important aspects of the JML specification
language, and by concentrating on also verifying functional program properties.
We discussed some distinguishing features of the VerCors project in more
detail. First of all, we showed how different synchronisers can be specified uniformly in the specification language, and how these specifications are used to
verify other programs. Moreover, (simplified versions of) Java’s reference implementations of these synchronisers have been proven correct w.r.t. these specifications. This verification has not been discussed in detail in this paper, but it
is important to know that the specifications are indeed correct. Second, we also
discussed how an important class of functional correctness properties, namely
that of class invariants can be specified and verified in a modular way in a concurrent setting. Key ingredient of the approach is that the annotator explicitly
can control when the invariant may be broken, but that it has to be ensured
that the broken invariant is not visible to other threads (until it is reestablished
again). Last, we also showed how the approach can be used to verify other concurrency paradigms, and in particular how it is used to verify vector programs,
following the Single Instruction Multiple Data paradigm. Concretely, we apply
this technique to prove data race freedom and functional correctness of OpenCL
kernel programs.
Future Work The work described in this paper is part of an ongoing project and
much more work remains to be done. In particular, the tool support needs to be
improved and tested further, and on larger applications. At the moment, a user
has to add many proof hints and annotations by hand. To make the approach
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scale to larger applications and usable for other software developers, a large
effort is needed on generating annotations and proof hints automatically.
Additionally, we also plan to expand the application domain of the VerCors
tool set. We would like to study what effort is needed to extend the verification
techniques to other programming languages, e.g., C and Scala. We are also developing techniques to study more advanced functional properties; in particular
to be able to verify that an application eventually computes an expected result.
For the GPU verification, we plan to study parallellisation and optimisations
in more detail. When a sequential program is verified, and then parallellised to
a vector program by a parallellising compiler, how can we make sure that the
resulting vector program is also correct? And when the vector program is further
optimised, to increase performance, how can we make sure that correctness of
the optimised program is maintained?
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